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Abstract: For estimating the click-through rate of advertisements, there are some problems in that
the features cannot be automatically constructed, or the features built are relatively simple, or the
high-order combination features are difficult to learn under sparse data. To solve these problems,
we propose a novel structure multi-scale stacking pooling (MSSP) to construct multi-scale features
based on different receptive fields. The structure stacks multi-scale features bi-directionally from the
angles of depth and width by constructing multiple observers with different angles and different
fields of view, ensuring the diversity of extracted features. Furthermore, by learning the parameters
through factorization, the structure can ensure high-order features being effectively learned in sparse
data. We further combine the MSSP with the classical deep neural network (DNN) to form a unified
model named sDeepFM. Experimental results on two real-world datasets show that the sDeepFM
outperforms state-of-the-art models with respect to area under the curve (AUC) and log loss.

Keywords: neural networks; deep learning; features construction; recommendation; click-through
prediction

1. Introduction

The click-through rate (CTR) prediction task is to estimate the probability of a user’s clicks on
certain delivered ads for a given user, commodity, and interactive behavior, and to measure the
popularity of the ads. Therefore, accurate click-through rate estimation can reduce the invalid delivery
of ads, which is directly related to the revenue and user experience of the advertising platform. Various
systems were developed by different companies [1–3]. As the most critical part of online advertising,
advertising click rate estimation has very important theoretical research and practical value.

Professor Domingos at Washington University pointed out that the features used are a key
factor in the success of many machine learning projects [4]. The classification of things by human
beings is mainly based on the common characteristics and differences between things. Similarly, the
classifier relies on descriptive information that can make contact and distinguish between things. This
information represents the features of things. However, it is still a very challenging task in constructing
features to provide an accurate click-through rate estimation for ads, which is subject to several aspects.
Firstly, it is too costly to construct features manually. Feature generation is the process of portraying
things from different angles and sides. However, the feature dimensions of advertising data are
usually extremely high, and it is almost impossible to hand-craft all the meaningful combinations [5].
Therefore, a structure that can automatically construct the feature combinations is a core issue that
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needs to be addressed in current click-through rate estimation tasks. Secondly, the traditional models
that automatically construct feature interactions focus mainly on low-order features or higher-order
features, and the features built are relatively simple. How to mine features with different scales from
multiple angles to ensure the diversity of information learned by the model is a key issue. Thirdly,
advertising data are extremely sparse and high-dimensional [6]. When learning the parameters of
k-order features, few samples satisfy the requirement that all the k features of a sample are not 0,
leading to difficulty in learning k-order features. Thus, how to learn the higher-order features in the
extremely sparse data is also a key issue.

For example, logistic regression (LR), as the most classic classifier, has the advantages of simple
form, good interpretability of the model, and fast training speed. However, it cannot construct features
automatically and relies too much on artificially constructed features. Degree-2 Polynomial Margin
(POLY2) [7] can learn the second-order combination features. However, if the combination of a feature
does not appear in the training set, the weights of corresponding terms cannot be fully learned, thus
reducing the accuracy of prediction. In particular, when dealing with the data using the method of
one-hot to process the features, the eigenvector becomes extremely sparse. The data become sparser
after POLY2 crosses the features, leading to the inability for most weights of the cross features to be
learned because of a lack of effective data. Factorization machines (FM) [8] express features through
hidden vectors such that the weights of second-order combined features can be decomposed into the
product of two implicit vectors. However, since the calculation of the higher-order features cannot be
simplified, the time complexity is very high. In general, FM only considers the first- and second-order
features, which is also a limitation of FM. The field-aware factorization machine (FFM) [9] introduces
the concept of a field based on the FM model and proposes a factorization machine oriented to the
feature fields. Each feature will learn different implicit vectors according to different feature fields,
which makes the learning more elaborate. However, it also brings the problem that the model is too
complex and the time complexity is too high. With the improvement of computation force and the
breakthrough of theory, neural networks are becoming increasingly popular in the machine learning
field [10]. Deep learning technology with autonomous learning ability was widely researched and
made surprising progress in feature learning [11]. Especially in the click-through rate prediction system,
the deep learning method basically replaced the traditional machine learning models in academia and
industry. The Wide&Deep [12] proposed by Google is an early influential CTR prediction scheme based
on a deep learning model. This model jointly trains the wide part which is a single-layer neural network
and the deep part which is a multi-layer deep neural network. The wide part pays more attention to
the memory, while the deep part pays more attention to the generalization and inference. However,
the Wide&Deep relies too much on artificially constructed features. The factorization machine deep
neural network (FNN) [13] obtains a dense embedding vector of each feature through pre-training an
FM model and combines all embedding vectors as the input of a deep neural network (DNN). The
advantage is that it uses the intermediate product from the embedding vector of FM to reduce the
features, and the deep neural network can not only perform the nonlinear changes of higher order, but
also has the function of feature extraction. The disadvantage is that, considering the time complexity,
the factorization machine can only extract combinations of the second-order features, and the deep
neural network is complex and difficult to train and converge. The product-based neural network
(PNN) [14] changes the structure of Wide&Deep by adding crossed features to the input of the neural
network. The pairwise cross-calculation of eigenvectors can be seen as FM, which can construct features
artificially. The attentional factorization machine (AFM) [15] filters the meaningless features through
the attention mechanism, solving the problem that the middle layer may produce useless features and
even increase the noise, which can interfere with the model on the feature combination. However, the
limitation of PNN and AFM is that only low-order features are considered. DeepFM [16] divides the
embedding vector into two parts. One part is the input of FM, while the other is the input of a deep
neural network. DeepFM considers the low-order features and higher-order features, but the output
is only combined as FM and DNN. We want a new way of constructing features, which can achieve
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higher accuracy. xDeepFM [17] is one of the most advanced models that integrates the Compressed
Interaction Network (CIN) and DNN modules, which can help the model to learn high-order feature
in both explicit and implicit ways, while the integrated linear module and deep neural module also
enable the model to have both memory and generalization ability. However, the model is too complex
and the executing time of the model is too long.

In order to solve these problems, we designed a new feature extraction structure called multi-scale
stacking pooling (MSSP). The core idea is to construct multiple observers with different angles and
horizons to explore the features from multiple angles and scales in multi-scale space. Each detector
learns parameters by factor decomposition to solve the problem that it is difficult to learn higher-order
features in sparse data. Our model outperforms the state-of-the-art models on two public datasets.
The primary contributions of the proposed model sDeepFM can be summarized as follows:

• A novel structure named multi-scale stacking pooling based on different receptive fields for
multi-scale feature extraction is proposed, which mines high-order and low-order features in
different local information from the directions of depth and width to ensure the diversity of
extraction features.

• By learning parameters using factorization, the parameters of cross-terms are no longer
independent of each other. With more hidden vectors of higher-order features, the model
has more samples to learn, which largely alleviates the difficulty of learning higher-order features
in sparse data.

2. Methods

2.1. Problem Description

For the dataset containing n instances and m views, D =
{
(xi, yi)

∣∣∣i = 1, . . . , n
}
, in which XT =(

x(1)
T
, . . . , x(m)T

)
and yi ∈ {0, 1} is the label of the i-th instance. For the click-through rate problem, 0

represents no click, and 1 represents click. Our task is to learn a function f : RI1 × . . .×RIm
→ {0, 1} . If

yi ∈ R, it is a regression problem.

2.2. Model Description

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed sDeepFM model includes three modules, namely, a data
input processing module, an automatic feature interaction module, and an output processing module.
The input module is mainly used to receive and preprocess the original data. The function of the
automatic feature interaction module is to generate diverse features. The module consists of two parts:
multi-scale stacking pooling (MSSP) and a DNN. MSSP mines the high-order and low-order features
in different local fields of view from the depth and width angles to ensure the diversity of the extracted
features; DNN is dedicated to exploring high-order implicit information between features. The output
processing module maps the two parts of features to the same dimension and inputs them into the
last prediction layer after fusion. Finally, the prediction result is the predicted click-through rate of
an advertisement.
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2.2.1. The Input Processing Module

In the task of predicting the click-through rate for display ads, the features used usually include
classification features, such as the genders of users and the city they are in. Classification features cannot
be directly used for calculation, and usually require one-hot encoding preprocessing. If classification
feature C has M possible values in the dataset, C is encoded into an m-dimensional vector composed of
binary elements. The one-hot encoding is shown in Equation (1).

C =
(
b1, b2, . . . , bM

)
, (1)

where
∑M

i=1 bi = 1, and bi
∈ {0, 1}. In the DNN, nodes of the input layer are fully connected with the

hidden layer. Using the original encoded feature vectors directly as the input of the hidden layer will
lead to huge computational overhead. Therefore, we propose adding an embedding layer between the
input layer and the first hidden layer to reduce the number of input units of DNN. Firstly, each one-hot
encoded vector is mapped into a fixed-dimensional embedded vector, and then all the embedded
vectors which an instance contains corresponding to the features are spliced together as the input. The
initial values of the embedded vectors are set randomly, and the mappings of the embedded vectors
are jointly trained as a part of the model; then, the weights are obtained through learning.

2.2.2. The Automatic Feature Interaction Module

The automatic feature interaction module is the core of the model, which consists of three parts.
The first part is the proposed method of constructing features: multi-scale stacking pooling (MSSP).
MSSP bidirectionally stacks multi-scale features from depth and width, which is responsible for mining
high-order and low-order features in different local views. The second part is the DNN module, which
is responsible for exploring high-order implicit information between features.

• Multi-scale stacking pooling
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For predicting click-through rates of display advertising, it is of great significance to observe data
from multiple perspectives to construct rich features. Similar to humans observing objects, if the
detected angles are different, the states observed tend to be different. Furthermore, if the receptive
fields are different, the details captured are different. Drawing on this idea, we construct multiple
observers which observe from different angles and receptive fields. For example, some observers
observe the interaction behavior of user, some observe the attributes of commodity, and some observe
the information of shops. At the same time, the receptive fields observed by these observers are also
different. Some observers have large receptive fields, and the scale of the constructed features is
relatively rough, which can capture the global information of the data, corresponding to the high-order
features; some observers have small receptive fields, and the scale of the constructed features is
relatively fine, which can capture more details, corresponding to the low-order features. Through these
observers with different angles and different fields of view, we can mine features in multi-scale space
and ensure the diversity of information learned by the model. This is the newly proposed feature
extraction method called multi-scale stacking pooling (MSSP), which is defined as

MSSP =
[
MVP(1)

1 , . . . , MVP(d)
w

] (
∀d ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . . , m,

∀w ∈ Z∗

)
, (2)

where MVP(d) denotes the observers described above, m is the highest order of the features, and d
represents the depth of observation, that is, the size of the receptive field. A larger d denotes a deeper
observation and a larger receptive field. In this way, the model captures the global information and
constructs the higher-order features. On the contrary, a smaller d denotes a lighter observation and
smaller receptive field. In this way, more detailed information is featured, and the model constructs the
lower-order features. Each MVP(d) observes the feature set {f1, f2, . . . , fd}. Different feature sets mean
different observation angles. Additionally, w represents the number of MVP(d), which is the width of
the horizontal stack lever of the model. Of course, a wider model is not better, as an excessively wide
model will lead to over fitting. We discuss the two parameters w and d in our experiments.

For each MVP(d), the full-order interactive features from the first order to the highest order in the
feature set {f1, f2, . . . , fd} are learned, and the model is expressed as in Equation (3).

MVP(d) =

I1+1∑
i1=1

. . .
Im+1∑
im=1

wi1...im

 m∏
p=1

z(p)ip

, (3)

where z(p)ip =

 1 ip = Ip + 1

x(p)ip otherwise
.

The number of parameters in Equation (3) is
∏m

p=1

(
Ip + 1

)
, which is too huge to learn. Inspired by

the FM method of reducing the number of parameters through low-rank decomposition, we reduce
the number of parameters through CP decomposition, and we can decompose the calculation of the
weight solution as follows:

wi1...im =
k∑

f=1

m∏
p=1

a(p)ip, f , (4)

where K is the size of the embedded vector. We substitute Equation (4) in Equation (3) to obtain a
simplified expression.

y =
I1+1∑
i=1
. . .

Im+1∑
im=1

wi1...im

 m∏
p=1

z(p)ip


=

k∑
f=1

 I1∑
i1=1

z(1)i1
a(1)ip, f + a(1)I1+1, f

 . . . ( Im∑
im=1

z(m)
im

a(m)

im, f + a(m)

Im+1, f

) . (5)
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After simplifying the expression with CP decomposition, the number of parameters reduces to
k
∑m

f=1

(
Ip + 1

)
= k× n + k×m = O(k(n + m)), in which, m << n. The time complexity is the number

of parameters of one MVP(d). According to Equation (2), MSSP consists of w MVP(d); thus, the time
complexity and parameter complexity of MSSP is O(wk(n + m)), in which m << n. The complexity of
the model is linear, which can ensure the model is applicable for online advertising recommendation
tasks. Meanwhile, parameter factorization makes the parameters of the cross terms independent of
each other, ensuring that high-order features can be effectively learned in sparse data.

• DNN component

In terms of the ability to express complex functions, a neural network with a shallow structure has
certain limitations and cannot represent high-dimensional complex functions, but a deep neural
network can be very expressive. Therefore, it is meaningful to introduce a deep neural network to
research feature expression for big data mining and predictive analysis of CTR. We use a feed-forward
neural network containing multiple hidden layers to learn the high-order interaction information
between features, where the embedded layer is fully connected with the first hidden layer. The output
of the first hidden layer is calculated by

h1 = f (W0h0 + b0), (6)

where h1 is the output vector of the first hidden layer, W0 is the weight of the embedded layer to the
first hidden layer, and b0 is the bias of the first hidden layer. Both the number of nodes in each hidden
layer and the number of the hidden layers can be adjusted. Each node between the hidden layers is
fully connected, and the output of the l + 1-th hidden layer is calculated according to Equation (7),
where Wl is the weight between the l-th hidden layer and the l + 1-th hidden layer, hl is the output of
the l-th hidden layer, and bl is the bias of the l + 1-th hidden layer.

hl+1 = f (Wlhl + bl). (7)

2.2.3. The Output Processing Module

The function of the output processing module is to fuse the features from three parts of the
automatic feature interaction module for the last prediction layer. To prevent the feature dimension
differences from affecting the contribution of the three modules to the model, we map the three-part
features to the same dimension, and then merge them as the input of the final prediction layer. The
input vector is expressed as

hL =
[
yMSSP, yDNN

]
. (8)

The last prediction layer is expressed as

hp = sigmoid(WLhL + bL), (9)

where WL is the weight of the feature mapping layer to the prediction layer, hL is the output of the
mapping layer, and bL is the bias of the prediction layer. The sigmoid function is employed as the
activation function to calculate the predicted click-through rates.

2.3. Model Learning

In this section, we introduce the learning of the model. Firstly, the loss function is introduced,
then the training process of the model is introduced, and finally how to predict the click-through rate
of advertisements through our model is introduced.
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2.3.1. The Loss Function

Our loss function is log loss, which is defined as follows:

L
(
hp, y

)
= log

(
1 + exp

(
−y · hp

))
, (10)

where hp is the result calculated by Equation (9), i.e., the probability of a user’s click on an advertisement,
and y is the actual label. Through the loss function, we can calculate the error between the predicted
value and the real value, which provides the benchmark for model learning.

2.3.2. Training Process

During training, the predicted value is calculated by transmitting it forward through the hidden
layer. Then, by comparing the predicted value with the real value, the error is calculated and the
weight of each element is modified by back propagation. When the error is less than the threshold, or
the iteration time reaches the threshold, the training is stopped. The whole training process is shown
in Figure 2.
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2.3.3. Click-Through Rate Prediction Based on Multi-Scale Stacking Network

According to user behaviors, product attributes, and advertisement attributes, the multi-scale
stacked network model is used to predict whether a user will click on an advertisement, which judges
whether a user is a potential high-value customer. The implementation steps of CTR prediction based
on the multi-scale stacked network are as follows:
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1. The dataset is divided into a training set and a test set. There are different ways to partition
different datasets. The datasets that have time can be divided by time, while the datasets without
time can be divided by random sampling.

2. To preprocess the dataset, we firstly classify all features with low occurrence times as the same
feature while setting a threshold to reduce the dimension of features, which can prevent overfitting
to some extent. Secondly, since a numerical feature with a large variance is not conducive for
model learning, we carry out log transformation for values greater than 2.

3. The one-hot coding transformation is applied to the classification features, and each feature after
the transformation is mapped to an embedded vector with a fixed dimension. All embedded
vectors corresponding to the features of a sample are spliced together as the input. The initial
value of the embedded vector is set randomly.

4. The MSSP structure is used to construct the high-order and low-order features in different local
fields from the depth and width angles.

5. The multi-scale features are fused, and then input to the last prediction layer. Finally, the model
outputs the prediction results.

6. The error between the predicted value and the real value is calculated, and the weight of each
unit is modified by back propagation. Iterative training is continued to reduce the error until the
error is less than the threshold or the iteration times reach the threshold.

7. The learned model is used to predict the test set to find potential high-value customers and guide
the distribution of advertisements.

3. Experiments

To objectively evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, two public datasets are used
in this paper. Both datasets are derived from real advertising data and are the most classic datasets in
CTR prediction research. We use two popular metrics, area under the curve (AUC) and log loss, to
evaluate the performance of all methods. The experiments are carried out from four aspects. The first
aspect is to show the comparison between our MSSP and a model that only mines low-order features.
The purpose is to analyze the effectiveness of MSSP in merging low-order and high-order features. The
second aspect is to show a comparison of sDeepFM with the DNN module and the current mainstream
model, to prove that sDeepFM reaches an advanced level. The third aspect is to discuss the impact of
the hyperparameters on the model. The fourth aspect is to discuss the run time efficiency of the model.

3.1. Dataset Description

Criteo: The Criteo dataset comes from a world-renowned internet advertising company whose
business focuses on advertising redirection. The data include the user’s personal information, the
times the ad was clicked and displayed, the advertising identifier (ID), and other information.

Avazu: The Avazu dataset is derived from the click-through prediction contest published by
Avazu on Kaggle in 2015. The dataset consists of 24 columns, all of which are categorical features, and a
few of which are numeric ids. Table 1 presents the detailed description of the Criteo and Avazu datasets.

Table 1. The statistics of Criteo and Avazu.

Data Samples Fields Features

Criteo 45,840,617 39 998,960
Avazu 40,428,967 23 1,544,488

3.2. Evaluation Metrics

AUC: The area under the curve (AUC) is commonly used as a summary measure of the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve [18]. As a numerical value, a classifier with a larger AUC is better.
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Log loss: Log loss is a commonly used objective function for classification problems, which the
model also needs to minimize. We regard it as an intuitive evaluation to measure the effect of the model.

It is worth noting that a 0.001 increase in AUC or a 0.001 decrease in log loss for a CTR prediction
task is considered a significant achievement, as mentioned in previous papers [12,15,16].

3.3. Data Preprocessing

To reduce the dimension of the feature and to prevent overfitting to some extent, we classify
all the features with less frequency as the same feature set according to their occurrence frequency.
The thresholds for classification of Criteo and Avazu were set to {10, 5}, respectively. Secondly,
since the numerical properties with large variances are not conducive to learning, we applied a log
transformation to the values greater than 2. Thirdly, we randomly selected 80% of the samples for
training, and the remaining data were divided into a verification set and a test set. By dividing the data
into training, testing, and validation sets, a more consistent stopping criterion could be acquired [19].

For fairness, all our comparison models used the following parameters: (1) dropout 0.5; (2)
network structure 400-400; (3) optimizer Adam; (4) activation function Rectified Linear Units (ReLU).
In addition, our MSSP has two unique parameters, the stacking deep lever and stacking wide lever.
The stacking deep lever was set to 5, and the stacking wide lever was set to the highest order of the
two datasets, i.e., 39 in Criteo and 23 in Avazu.

3.4. Experimental Results

3.4.1. Effect of Multi-Scale-Stacking Pooling

This part of experiment was mainly to verify the necessity of higher-order features. The comparison
models we adopted, i.e., LR, FM, and AFM, are all models without a deep module. The experimental
results are shown in Table 2. Compared with the other models, our model presents great improvement.
Our model was superior, mainly because, from multiple perspectives, multi-scale stacking pooling
can capture multi-scale features from the first order to the highest order and can effectively integrate
high-order and low-order features. In contrast, LR uses only first-order features; FM uses only the
first-order and second-order features. AFM adds an attention mechanism to second-order features,
but cannot find higher-order features. The experimental results show that it is not enough to
learn only low-order features (first-order features and second-order features) and that higher-order
features can provide more information for the model, whereby our model learned the higher-order
features effectively.

Table 2. Comparison of multi-scale stacking pooling (MSSP) with other models without a deep neural
network (DNN) module. LR—logistic regression; FM—factorization machine; AFM—attentional
factorization machine; AUC—area under the curve.

Criteo Avazu

AUC Log Loss AUC Log Loss

LR 0.7810 0.4690 0.7588 0.3962
FM 0.7823 0.4688 0.7701 0.3855

AFM 0.7940 0.4580 0.7715 0.3853
MSSN 0.8040 0.4474 0.7744 0.3829

3.4.2. Effect of sDeepFM

Since DNN has certain advantages in exploring high-order implicit information between features,
at present, the mainstream models add a deep module. In this part, we further combine the MSSP with
the classical DNN to form a unified model named sDeepFM. This part of the experiment is mainly to
show a comparison of sDeepFM with the most advanced models at present. As can be seen from Table 3,
sDeepFM outperformed all the reference models. Our model shows great improvement over the
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classical DNN module, which proves the effectiveness of the MSSP module. In comparison, DeepFM
integrates FM with DNN, while PNN and xDeepFM construct feature interactions through a product
layer, CIN, and multi-head self-attention, before combining with DNN. Unlike the above models, our
model sDeepFM determines feature interactions in a completely new way. The experimental results
show that our idea is effective and reaches an advanced level. In general, the AUC at 0.7–0.9 indicates
that the predicted results have high accuracy. Because of the huge amount of data, even reaching the
level of one billion in practical applications, a 0.001 increase in the AUC or a 0.001 decrease in log loss
for a CTR prediction task will bring extra millions of dollars each year. Our model improved the results
by 0.0014–0.0273 compared with previous models, which can be considered a significant achievement.

Table 3. Comparison of MSSP with other models without a DNN module. PNN—product-based
neural network.

Criteo Avazu

AUC Log Loss AUC Log Loss

DNN 0.8006 0.4520 0.7730 0.3850
PNN 0.8038 0.4483 0.7750 0.3827

DeepFM 0.8050 0.4475 0.7751 0.3829
xDeepFM 0.8069 0.4452 0.7763 0.3819
sDeepFM 0.8083 0.4436 0.7771 0.3811

3.4.3. Effect of Hyperparameters

• Effect of stacking width and depth

Our model proposed in this paper has two unique parameters, namely, stacking width and depth,
which represent the number of detectors and the order of constructed features. Taking the Criteo
dataset as an example, we explore the effect of stacking width and depth for MSSP. As shown in
Figure 3, when the stacking width was 5 and the stacking depth was 39 (the number of fields in the
dataset was also 39), the model reached the optimal result. For stacking deep lever, a higher-order
feature results in better performance of the model, which proves that higher-order features can bring
useful information to the model. For stacking wide lever, when the order was too high, the model
became worse. The reason is that too many MVPs make the model too complex and lead to overfitting.
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Dropout [20] is a simple and effective regularization method for preventing the model from
overfitting, whose mechanism is to stop the neurons of the model working with a certain probability
when the model is in the forward propagation stage. Since the neurons which stop working are not
exactly the same in each forward propagation stage, the model does not rely too much on local features,
thus improving the generalization ability of the model and reducing the risk of overfitting. We explore
the effect of dropout on our model by comparing the performance of different dropouts from low to
high as 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7.

As shown in Figure 4, with the increase in dropout, the AUC of the model increased at first, and
then declined when the dropout was greater than 0.5. This is mainly due to the inactivation of too
many nodes, which affects the stability of the model. When the dropout was 0.5, only 50% of the neural
network nodes were deactivated, and the hidden layer could still learn useful information on a whole.
Meanwhile, the parameters and dependencies between nodes were greatly reduced, resulting in the
highest AUC. With the further increase in dropout, more and more neurons were deactivated, leading
to the disappearance of a large number of dependencies between nodes and a decline in learning
ability; thus, the performance of the model worsened.
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• Effect of activation function

The most important reason for deep neural networks fitting nonlinear data distributions that
linear models cannot fit is the existence of an activation function in the neural network. Choosing the
appropriate activation function for a deep neural network model can not only avoid the problem of
gradient dispersion, but also accelerate the convergence speed of the model and reduce the training
time. At present, the common activation functions usually have the properties of piecewise linearity
or nonlinearity with an exponential shape such as sigmoid, tanh, and ReLU. As shown in Figure 5,
we compared the performance of the model with different activation functions and found that the
model with ReLU performed best. Both sigmoid and tanh require an exponential operation, which
can slow the calculation speed, facilitating gradient disappearance and gradient explosion. However,
the gradient of ReLU is constant when the function is greater than 0, which has a better effect on
avoiding gradient dispersion and accelerating the convergence for the model. Therefore, in view of the
characteristics of CTR prediction with large input data, the ReLU function is more appropriate for the
model than other activation functions, which is demonstrated in our experiment.
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• Effect of number of neurons

Increasing the number of neurons per layer can add to the complexity of the model. We compared
the performance of our model with different numbers of neurons. As shown in Figure 6, increasing
the number of neurons was not always beneficial. With the increase in the number of neural units,
the performance of the model was initially improved. However, upon reaching a certain threshold,
if the number of neural units continued to increase, the model became too complex, thus leading to
overfitting and difficulty in optimization, thereby degrading the performance to some extent.
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3.4.4. Discussion of Run Time Efficiency

The training process of deep learning usually requires a lot of time and computing resources,
which is an important reason for the development of deep learning. Since a real business scenario
is oriented toward massive data, the training speed of the deep neural network is crucial for the
implementation of algorithms. In this section, we compare the training efficiency of different models
on the Criteo dataset by using the ratio of relative time calculated by the following formula: Tdl/Tlr,
where Tdl and Tlr are the training time of the deep learning model and logistic regression model,
respectively. The graphics card we used for training was Tesla P100. As shown in Figure 7, the abscissa
represents the name of the models, while the ordinate shows the ratio of relative time. We can conclude
that AFM required the longest training time, followed by xDeepFM and PNN, then our model, and
finally DeepFM and FM. Gains of AUC performance and model complexity need to be achieved at the
cost of time. Our model was slightly slower than the fastest FM within an acceptable range, but the
enhancement of AUC was relatively large. Compared with AFM, xDeepFM, and PNN, the AUC and
time performance were both improved.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed multi-scale stacking pooling based on different receptive fields for
extracting multi-scale features, which mines the high-order and low-order features in different local
fields with bidirectional stacking of the multi-view features from depth and width. The structure is
an effective way of combining low-order and high-order features to ensure the diversity of extracted
features. Through the exploratory research of real data, this paper confirmed the necessity of fusing
high-order features and low-order features. Moreover, parameter factorization resulted in the cross
terms being no longer independent of each other, ensuring that the high-order features could be
effectively learned in sparse data. We also made a meaningful exploration of the hyperparameters of
sDeepFM. On two public datasets, our model outperformed the state-of-the-art models. Our method
of multi-scale stacking pooling is a transplantable operation, and other neural networks can refer to
our structure and further innovate it, which has certain significance for future research. Furthermore,
we are now entering the era of data, where mining the information of user data can bring great value
to enterprises. Thus, this will be a hot topic for future academic and industrial research.

Due to the limited experimental research conditions, this work is still limited. The research of
deep learning in CTR prediction is not deep enough. Neural networks have the disadvantage of being
sensitive to initial weights, and unsupervised pre-training can improve this shortcoming. How to
use unsupervised learning, using some common unsupervised modules such as auto encoder and
restricted Boltzmaner, to optimize the initial DNN in CTR prediction problems is an interesting topic.
Furthermore, the attention mechanism is currently a hot direction. How to integrate the advanced
attention method into our model is a subject worth studying.
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